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Abstract. At MET Norway, a small interdisciplinary team - the Sandbox - spends part of their working hours
trying to improve the communication between the meteorologists and their audience. In this article we invite
the reader to join us on a journey along the Sandbox process during 2021. The focus of our work that year
was on the communication of forecast uncertainty. We share what we have been working on throughout the
(mostly virtual) sessions, and how we achieved a set of tools, recommendations, and a knowledge repository
for forecasters to consult during their operational duty. The Sandbox story is aimed to inspire others in the
meteorological community to explore the potential of creative interdisciplinary work as a method to bridge gaps
between research, operational practice, and user uptake.

1 Introduction

How can we improve the communication between the meteo-
rologists and their audience? How do we ensure that weather
forecasts are understood by the public? And why is it impor-
tant to be aware of how both the meteorologist and the pub-
lic understand and relate to uncertainties? At MET Norway,
a small interdisciplinary team – the Sandbox – are spend-
ing part of their working hours trying to improve the com-
munication between the meteorologists and their audience.
This is important because science and technology is evolv-
ing rapidly, as well as people’s perceptions and capacity to
use weather information. Thus, communication must be flex-
ible and adapt quickly to be efficient (Morss et al., 2017).
In this article we invite the reader to join us on a journey
along the Sandbox process, which is inspired by the Google
Design Sprint process (Google, 2019). We share our experi-
ences from the thematic work done in the Sandbox through-
out 2021, which was focused solely on the communication of
forecast uncertainty. The Sandbox has been using multi-day
physical meetings, which are well suited for in-depth collab-
oration and creative brainstorming. However, because of the
Covid-19 situation we decided to primarily work online this
year, which allowed us to experiment with online collabora-
tion tools. We briefly reflect on the pros and cons of various
formats at the end of the article. Before taking off, let us first

take a brief look back on what role the Sandbox has at MET
Norway, and how it has contributed to improve our forecast
communication over the years.

Now the Sandbox consists of seven forecasters, re-
searchers, and communication advisors with backgrounds
from both natural and social sciences. In total, approximately
half a man-year is used annually, typically by participation
in a few 3 d meetings each year. Over the past 6 years, this
has been a proven format to address interdisciplinary and
cross-departmental challenges. For example, the team has
been working with ideas related to establishing an editorial
team (Sivle et al., 2017), an internal pre-warning alert system
(Fig. 1), a podcast (Sivle et al., 2019), an automatic text gen-
erator (Granerød, 2020), and using the TV-meteorologists as
climate communicators (Sivle et al., 2021a). All these ideas
have been developed to become part of the operational ser-
vices at MET Norway. Suggestions from the Sandbox are
delivered directly to the management, who then decides what
to follow up on. If the leadership decides to proceed with an
idea, normally a small development project is set up, and re-
sources are made available based on the size of the project.
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Figure 1. The internal pre-warning alert system at MET Norway (in Norwegian). A table shows selected meteorological parameters and
regions. A green colour means that the forecaster can focus on another parameter/region that day, whereas other colours suggest more
in-depth exploration. Screenshot by author.

2 The challenge of uncertainty

Sometimes we – the Sandbox – work with an idea in one
meeting, other times for several months. Throughout 2021,
the team focused on one project the whole year (see also
Sivle et al., 2021b). In this project, two well-known and re-
lated challenges to the meteorological community were ex-
plored: (i) how can we help meteorologists in the transition
from mainly using deterministic model data, to mainly using
probabilistic data from ensemble prediction systems (EPS)?
and (ii) how can we aid and develop more effective commu-
nication with respect to forecast uncertainty?

We had good reasons for selecting this topic. On one hand,
forecast uncertainty has been of interest within the meteoro-
logical community especially in recent years (e.g., see De-
muth et al., 2020). On the other hand, several of the team
members were involved in activities or projects related to the
topic, meaning that it could be easier to achieve synergy, and
thus bring ideas forward with a greater potential impact. In
the following, we will describe how we worked with the chal-
lenge of uncertainty during the year and give a glimpse into
both the process and the outcomes of the Sandbox activities.

2.1 January: brainstorming and planning

The first meeting of the year was held over 2 d in January.
The work was set up as a 1 year project, with a mix of five
2 d meetings working with a specific topic, and monthly 2 h
meetings and ad hoc tasks in between to follow-up. If pos-
sible, the plan was to meet in person in each of the three re-

gional offices (Oslo, Bergen, and Tromsø), to avoid travelling
but still meet some of the other team members. Not spend-
ing time travelling, we had more working hours that could
be used by ourselves (for example to increase the team this
year from four to seven members), or to bring other people
into the group for a short period of time when needed (see
below).

The primary objective of the first meeting was to brain-
storm ideas related to the two selected challenges (use of EPS
and uncertainty communication). We also discussed how to
work together, with respect to methods as well as the Covid-
19 restrictions (Fig. 2 shows the working tools that we used).
At the end of the meeting, we had agreed upon a thematic
plan which included a set of concrete aims and deliverables,
to be worked on during subsequent meetings.

For the 2 d meetings, the selected themes were: Insight
into the existing mind-sets and tools/data the forecasters have
(March meeting), communication and language (May meet-
ing), technical insight in strengths and weaknesses of ensem-
ble models and products (September meeting), and commu-
nication and visualization (November meeting). The main
deliverables of the project were to provide (1) a communi-
cation toolbox and (2) a repository of knowledge regarding
the operational use of ensemble data and communication of
uncertainty. The toolbox and repository were planned to be
made available for forecaster training and operations, as well
as to form a basis to develop future research and outreach
activities. Other deliverables were to offer more uncertainty
information through various channels (Yr weather service,
and social media), and to contribute to a session on forecast
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Figure 2. Various Google tools (Meet, Jamboard, Docs, Slides, Sheets, Chat and Gmail) were used when working virtual (in Norwegian).
Screenshots by author, from Google Workspace (2021).

uncertainty at the annual conference of the European Meteo-
rological Society (EMS).

2.2 March: operational insights

The second 2 d meeting was dedicated to learning about per-
ceptions and use of EPS-data among forecasters at MET Nor-
way. Ahead of the meeting, we prepared and conducted a
survey with questions related to their use and knowledge of
EPS-data, their needs (e.g., new products, or training), how
they interpret and handle uncertainty in their forecasting pro-
cess and how they communicate uncertainties to their users.
The response rate was very satisfactory, with 90 respondents
in total (almost 100 %). In addition, we had access to re-
sponses from another survey among the operational forecast-
ers, conducted 1 year earlier (February 2020), with 50 re-
spondents. That survey focused on the use of EPS as well,
but in a warning context. We used the second meeting of the
year to analyse and read through the responses from these
surveys.

The two surveys showed us that most respondents used
EPS-data operationally. Typically, the control run was used
as a starting point, and then EPS-data (ensemble members,
probabilities) was used in addition, in specific situations –
for example, when assessing severe or extreme weather con-
ditions. The survey conducted by us showed that only three
out of ten forecasters always use EPS data. Several reasons
were mentioned for not always using EPS-data (Fig. 3). In
addition to practical constraints (time, no need), these include
a perceived need for extra training and a lack of knowledge
about strengths and weaknesses of EPS data. Colloquiums
and internal training courses were the preferred options for
those who wanted more knowledge about EPS, while some
forecasters also liked self-study. The findings from our Nor-
wegian context which indicate that many forecasters are in-
terested in using EPS data and products but perceive a need
for extra training and guidance in using such data in a confi-
dent way, align with studies done in the US (Demuth et al.,
2020).

Based on the responses, we decided to create an overview
of all EPS-data/products and training material already avail-
able at MET Norway, as a starting point for providing prac-
tical guidance to our forecasters. It turned out to be a rel-
atively long list of data/products, and a somewhat shorter
list of training material. We realized that asking for new and
tailored EPS-products was not the way forward, as a lot al-
ready existed. Like what was found by Demuth et al. (2020),
it became clear from our survey, that the forecasters them-
selves were unsure about the value of even more EPS prod-
ucts (Fig. 4). Rather, it was a good opportunity for us to
give input to the operational forecasters based on our in-
sights gathered so far. First, we agreed with another working
group at MET Norway (forecasters working with use of EPS
related to warnings) that they would take responsibility for
the follow-up, the list of products and training of forecasters.
Also, the materials were uploaded to a shared Google Drive,
as a first step of creating a repository of knowledge. Third, a
summary of the insights from the surveys was also presented
to the forecasters in an annual training course they had at that
time of the year. When these tasks were done or assigned to
others, the Sandbox moved on to focus more closely on what
it means to communicate forecast uncertainty.

In the surveys we had already gathered insight into the
forecaster’s mindset, related to this topic. To get more in-
depth knowledge, we decided to also invite the forecasters to
share their experiences of talking to journalists about fore-
cast uncertainty. However, this was not as successful as we
hoped since we only got four responses. One potential rea-
son for this is that the forecasters have tight deadlines and
are often also contributing to ongoing research or develop-
ment projects. To get more data to work with in the com-
ing 2 d meeting in May, planned to focus on uncertainty and
language, we decided to move in a different direction. MET
Norway has access to a media monitoring tool. This tool can
be set up to monitor a range of selected words/expressions
in newspapers and radio, and automatically report back the
results. To get a broader view of how often different words
were used, we set up such reports on a weekly report basis
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Figure 3. 61 operational forecasters at MET Norway answered this question in the survey (multiple answers were allowed). A need for more
training and to learn about strengths and weaknesses with EPS-data/products are perceived as important by many.

Figure 4. 88 operational forecasters at MET Norway answered this question in the survey. In the analysis, we compared the answers from
the forecasters that rarely use EPS-data on duty with them that normally use such data. It looks that if you are used to using EPS, you are
also more open to new EPS-products.

monitoring a selection of words or expressions. We started
researching news media articles focusing on passages where
our forecasters were interviewed, and forecast uncertainty
was mentioned. Immediately, we saw that precautions, and a
wide range of words describing uncertainty, were very com-
mon when talking about the weather forecast.

To prepare for the meeting in May, we realised that invit-
ing external participants would be helpful to get better insight
into the domain. Hence, we decided to invite two journalists
with interest in weather and language from different media
houses (NRK and NTB), and one linguist from the Univer-
sity of Bergen also interested in the topic, to complement our
knowledge with their perspectives.

2.3 May: language

The third 2 d meeting of the year was focusing on language
and uncertainty. In addition to our team, three external par-
ticipants joined for about 1 h each, to present insight from the
media perspective and to provide us a theoretical framework
related to “hedging” (e.g., see Kaltenböck et al., 2010).

By inviting external experts, we aimed to collect some
recommendations/advice from outside the weather context,
on how to speak or write about uncertainty. The presenta-
tions provided us with new and broader perspectives and the
discussions during these sessions resulted in two new activ-
ities. First, we expanded the information repository with a
summary document about uncertainty language, illustrated
with a range of tools, training material and various articles
with explanations and inspiration. However, to narrow down
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Figure 5. A tweet about local rain showers, comparing them with
throwing water balloons. “Why are these afternoon showers so diffi-
cult to predict? The sun heats up the ground and the air bring moist
to the sky forming rain clouds. Rain Showers like this are as un-
predictable as randomly throwing water balloons: you get wet, but
your neighbour does not. These showers are local and almost im-
possible to forecast.” (our translation). Screenshot by author, from
Twitter (2021).

our own work, and hence the size of a set of recommenda-
tions that would be usable for forecasters on duty, we de-
cided to focus on the case of convective precipitation. This is
a notoriously challenging phenomenon to forecast (e.g., see
ECMWF, 2019), and includes various forms of uncertainty
(timing, location, intensity) that are challenging to convey in
communication.

Before the summer season we shared a draft document
with the forecasting team, for them to see if it could be help-
ful and to give us feedback. To reach out with our message,
the document was shared both in emails and in department
meetings. We also shared the document with the three exter-
nal participants in our meeting to get their feedback on the
language advice section. We do not know for sure if it was
because of our document with recommendations, but some
communication in social media written by our forecasters
during the summer seemed very much inspired by our ad-
vice, as it included the use of understandable analogies of
atmospheric processes (Fig. 5).

We received over the summer some feedback from the
forecasters on duty. While the feedback was limited, it was
nevertheless useful and relatively easy to pick up by ongo-
ing Sandbox activities. For example, it was commented that
the document was too long to read through while on duty.
Also, the advice was perceived as being a mixing of generic

uncertainty advice and specific advice directed towards con-
vective precipitation. Thus, we had to do some prioritising
and tailoring.

2.4 September: graphics

The fourth meeting of the year was originally planned to fo-
cus on technical aspects of EPS-data. However, since that
task was assigned to another team, we changed our focus to
work on graphical communication, like what we did with lan-
guage in the May meeting.

Our experience with the format of the May meeting was
very satisfying, and we decided to send invitations once again
to a few external participants. We were joined by a content
team meteorologist from the UK and two visualisation and
uncertainty researchers from Switzerland. In addition, we in-
vited one internal researcher from MET Norway with strong
interest in visualization of EPS data, and the leader of MET
Norway’s editorial team, to share insights about w hat works
in communication of uncertain weather forecasts.

Next to the presentations, we challenged our visual cre-
ativity in a series of drawing exercises. The drawings, which
should reflect novel ways of visualising uncertainty, were ad-
justed after each session with input and inspiration from in-
vited guests. At the end of the meeting, we collected, catego-
rized, and summarized the drawings and ideas we had come
up with. In total, we ended up with seven categories/advices
that could be important to consider when making graphics
related to uncertainty communication. We also had collected
some ideas for visualisations that could be tested in different
projects.

It was decided that the language advice and the advice for
making graphics had strong similarities, and could be merged
into one set of advice, containing examples both from lan-
guage and graphics. Based on the feedback on the document
we shared with the forecasters before the summer, we also
agreed to make the final set of advice general for weather
communications, not focused on for example convective pre-
cipitation. Then, we had one final 2 -d meeting to go to wrap
everything up.

2.5 November: consolidation and evaluation

In the fifth and final meeting of the year, we aimed to wrap up
and summarize the work done during the year, and to evalu-
ate the process and the outcomes. Taking stock, we achieved
most of the goals, even though some of the activities were
changed based on new insights or opportunities.

The first goal for the year was to establish a repository of
knowledge where we collected information about the use of
EPS-data and communication of uncertainty to the forecast-
ers (and possibly other interested parties). In the end, a shared
Google Drive was created on which we have collected lit-
erature, tips/advice coming from both our previous sessions
and from external input, an overview of EPS-data/products
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Figure 6. 3× 3 tips on communication of uncertainty.

available at MET Norway, training material and examples
of meaningful communication. The knowledge repository is
meant to be continuously followed-up and developed and de-
pends on someone being given a responsibility to follow it
up. This will not be the Sandbox, since our role is to create
ideas, not to develop them into operational services.

Another goal was to create a toolbox with advice related
to communication of uncertainty. This was done and re-
sulted in three sets of slides (of different length/level of de-
tail) with advice and examples on how to use language and
make graphics. The third presentation is a one-pager with
the 3× 3 tips summarized in a printer-friendly format (like
Fig. 6). In addition, two documents with more elaborate in-
formation related to development of graphics and commu-
nication of uncertainty in convective weather (language ad-
vice, articles etc.) can be found in the repository of knowl-
edge. Like the repository, the toolbox is meant to be living
and evolving, and needs someone to have responsibility to
follow them up.

In addition to these main goals, several activities were un-
dertaken throughout the year that helped to meet our goals,
often as part of related projects we were involved in. For
example, more probabilistic information was included at
the Yr weather service (https://www.yr.no/nb, last access:
21 March 2022), and two new public outreach articles ex-
plaining weather forecasting and uncertainty were published
(one in the online encyclopedia https://snl.no/, last access:
21 March 2022, and one at the Yr website https://hjelp.yr.no/
hc/en-us, last access: 21 March 2022).

Almost equally important was the networking with various
researchers and meteorologists during the year, in linguistics,
psychology and visualisation. Part of the team were also co-
conveners on a new session, “dealing with uncertainties”, at
the annual EMS conference in September 2021. This was a

new session for the conference and based on its success has
now been taken up as a returning session.

The plan changed during the year, but in the end the Sand-
box journey looked like what is shown in Table 1.

Looking back on the work process in 2021, we have gained
a mixed bag of experiences. The positive thing is that we have
delivered in accordance with the project plan. Having short
follow-up meetings once a month and then five sessions in
2 d has been a good way of working in virtual meetings. The
downside is that when we meet mainly digitally, it is more
difficult to work creatively, and perhaps it is especially diffi-
cult to come up with ideas that are a little out of the box. On
the other hand, the short follow-up meetings work very well
digitally, and the gatherings where we have many external
participants also work when they participate digitally. It has
also worked quite well to put the work close to a topic where
several of us are involved/engaged in other work/projects, so
that we get synergies and can more easily take ideas out for
testing.

3 The next steps

At least part of the work with EPS and uncertainties will –
if recognized as useful by the forecasters – be followed up
on, and further developed. A key constituent in the most suc-
cessful ideas/projects so far is to give the Sandbox members
most engaged in the idea, a central role in following up the
idea/project. In our experience it is more demanding to begin
a new project from scratch, where participants have no own-
ership in the idea. Several presentations of the work were
held at the start of 2022, both to inform the leadership about
the work, but also to try to find persons to be responsible for
uptake and maintenance of both the repository of knowledge
and the communication material. The initial signals from the
leadership regarding the work and to follow up are positive.
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Table 1. Overview of the work process throughout the year.

When What

2 d meeting in January Brainstorming activities to decide about plans and goals for the year
Between meetings Conduct a survey to the forecasters, with questions about EPS and uncertainty

2 d meeting in March Overview of available MET-internal EPS-data/products, and training material
Between meetings Questions to forecasters about uncertainty and language+Media monitoring

2 d meeting in May Focusing language, how to speak/write about uncertainty
Between meetings Request to forecasters to provide feedback on a document (language advice etc.)

2 d meeting in September Focusing graphics, how to make graphics to communicate uncertainty

2 d meeting in November Complete the work, repository of knowledge and advices for communicating uncertainty

After meetings Presentation, persuasion, transfer and follow-up if idea is good enough

When it comes to the format of the Sandbox: meeting in
person locally was not possible before the last meeting in the
autumn (November). We learned where digital meetings are
sufficient, and where we should aim for physical sessions.
The wish for 2022 is to continue about the same as this year,
but we also hope to organise one or two in-person meetings.

Only time will tell if our suggestions and output have
helped forecasters in using EPS data to improve the use of
forecast uncertainty in communicating weather forecasts. A
possible follow-up for us would be to convey a survey ask-
ing the public how they relate to the uncertainty and how
we communicate uncertainty in weather forecasts. Regard-
less, we hope this short paper can be of inspiration to oth-
ers, by showing the importance and possibilities of creative
and interdisciplinary teamwork to improve communication
between meteorologists and their audience. For us, our work
in the Sandbox will continue in 2022, focusing on weather
warnings.
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